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I, Katherine Mulherin, of Calgary, Alberta, Articling Student-at-Law, SWEAR THAT:
1.

I am an articling student at Osler, Hoskin & Harcourt LLP, solicitors for the

Defendant in this action (the "Action"), and as such, I have personal knowledge of the facts and
matters to which I depose, except where stated to be based upon information and belief, in which
case I believe the information to be true.
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News Articles
2.

I have conducted online research of various British Columbia and Canadian news

agencies that featured news stories about the Action.
3.

My research disclosed an article entitled "B.C. Woman Sues Facebook for Using

Her Photo" on the website www.cbc.ca. The article is dated April2, 2012 and is attached hereto
as Exhibit "A".

4.

I also found an article entitled "The Woman Who Sued Facebook" on the

Vancouver Observer website. The article is dated April3, 2012 and is attached hereto as Exhibit
"B".

5.

I also found an article entitled "B.C. Woman Sues Facebook Over 'Sponsored

Stories"' on the Toronto Sun website. The article is dated April 3, 2012 and is attached hereto as
Exhibit "C".

6.

I also found an article entitled "Canadian Lawsuits Take on Facebook Over Using

Members' Names, Photos in Sponsored Stories" from the Vancouver Sun website. The article is
dated April 3, 2012 and is attached hereto as Exhibit "D".

7.

I also found an article entitled "Woman Sues Over Facebook Ads" on the website

www.canoe.ca. The article is dated April3, 2012 and is attached hereto as Exhibit "E".

8.

I also found an article entitled "Canadian Sues Facebook Over Alleged 'High-

Handed' and 'Reckless' Breach of Privacy Law" from the National Post website. The article is
dated April4, 2012 and is attached hereto as Exhibit "F".
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I also found an article entitled "Don't Want Facebook Using Your Images in Ads?

9.

Either Click a Button or Sue Them" on the website www.dave.ca. The article is dated April 4,
2012 and is attached hereto as Exhibit "G".

I also found an article entitled "B.C. Woman Suing Facebook for Breach of

10.

Privacy" on the website www.theprovince.com. The article is dated April4, 2012 and is attached
hereto as Exhibit "H".
I also found an article entitled "Facebook Vows to Fight B.C. Privacy Lawsuit"

11.

on the website www.canada.com. The article is dated April 6, 2012 and is attached hereto as
Exhibit "1".
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A
for Oaths in and for the
Province of Alberta

Suzanne M. MacMillan
Student-at-Law
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This is Exhibit "A" referred to in the
Affidavit of Katherine Mulherin, sworn
before me, this 11L_ day of ~tArcV\ , 2013

A COMMI~ lONER FOR OATHS IN AND FOR
THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA

Suzanne M. MacMillan
Student-at-Law
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B.C. woman sues Facebook for using her
photo
Ads began appearing after she clicked the 'Like' button for a group
CBC News

Posted: Apr 2, 2012 5:39PM PT
Last Updated: Apr 2, 2012 7:55PM PT
C:'305

A Vancouver woman has filed a class action lawsuit against Facebook for profiting from an
advertisement that used her photo and profile information without her consent.
Debbie Douez is claiming that Facebook, Inc. allowed her name and photo to be used without her
pennission for an advertisement that appeared on Facebook last year.
In the notice of civil claim, which was filed in B.C. Supreme Court on March 29, Douez desc1ibes
how her name and profile photo were taken from her account and used to advertise a service to other
Facebook users.
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A Vancouver woman is suing Facebookfor allowing
her name and photo to be used without her permission in its 'Sponsored Stories' advertising service.
(Associated Press)
Sometime after she clicked the "Like" button for a Facebook group called "Cool Entrepreneurs,"
Douez's photo with the caption "Debbie Douez likes Cool Entrepreneurs" began appearing in a
sidebar advertisement to her Facebook contacts.
The advertisement was one ofFacebook's "Sponsored Stories," which is a service that Facebook
began selling to third parties in January 2011. Since January of this year, the "Sponsored Stories"
links moved down from the right-hand side of a user's news feed, and began appearing in the user's
feed itself.
Lawyer Luciana Brasil, who is representing Douez in the claim, said that Douez was never asked
whether she wanted to endorse a good or service.

"If you're going to be using somebody's name or somebody's portrait for advertising purposes, you
need to obtain their consent," Brasil said.
"The position that Ms. Douez takes in this case is that her consent was not sought or obtained."

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/story/2012/04/02/bc-facebook-ads-laws... 19-Jul-2012

B.C. woman sues Facebook for using her photo- British Columbia- CBC News#socialco... Page 2 of 2

Brasil said the fine print in the privacy section of the Facebook service is not adequate, and that the
company's current advertising practice breaches a section of Canada's Privacy Act.
Brasil said that similar class action filings will be made in Saskatchewan and Manitoba.
Canada has more than 17 million Facebook users.
Facebook, Inc. has a month to respond to the claim filed in B.C. None of the allegations have been
proven in court.

To print the document, click the "Original Document"
link to open the original PDF. At this time it is not
possible to print the document with mmotations.

With files fi·om the CBC's Chad Pawson

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada!british-columbia/story/2012/04/02/bc-facebook-ads-laws... 19-Jul-2012
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momtolck

Oh please, what an embarrassment Debby! And shame on our government and
CBC for humouring her. Focus on your job and stop trying a make it rich scheme.
Great points made- you gave up privacy when you s1gned up and posted AND 'liked'
the other page, and nothing about you sold anyttting. At this point you owe
Facebook and CBC marketing money for you business so sick it up and move on,.
Our society has really, probiems to deal with!

Display: 51 10 I 251 50 comments per page

Rating
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inlovewithlife

\\fJ'lat a sad state of affairs. Don't Kid your yourself Debbie. your photo is not se!ling
anything, no one is going to buy advertisement because they see your face Debbie.
They were just giving an example of how the ads work, and they wanted to use a
real example.
\\fJ'len will our sodety stop tr:;'ing to prote-ct people who can't read? When will
"common sense" prevail? It just said what Debbie "likes" something, and it was the
truth. When you pub!ically support a service or product, it is public ...... Did you think
that Facebook was a secret society? Are you just trying to be greedy and selfish?
you are going after deep pockets and trying to get free publicity for yourself!

Rating
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Go Facebo-ok Go! Don't let these ridiculous people ruin a good thing_ Maybe there
should be an 10 test before allowing these people onto Facebook.

Report abuse (0) I Policy

whatever999

"without her permission''
Yaaaaa ..... except for the part where she signed up for facebook, and as part ofthat
agreed to let them use ller picture however they want?
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Why people would want to ilash their private life on public space is beyond me_
You have to k:now that you'll never have 100% privacy no matter the setting, the data
is on tllelr db ior god sakes_
Do •,.-ou people crave attention that much?

Rating
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Rob36S3GG

Well Debby, Owner of\Jldeo4\'Veb Productions in Vancouver,
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! think you're getting exactiy ·.vhat you are trJ"ing for. Everjone in Canada is .seeing
your profile and know what service you offer novv. Vvay to launch a frivolous lavvsuit
for the media attention.
I hope this marl<:eting stunt pays oft

Rating
4
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jane johnson

She obviously never actually looked at her settings sol feel no sympathy. It takes
mere seconds to opt out of being in a face book ad:
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Facebook ->Account Settings-> "FACEBOOK ADS"
Facebook Ads
Ads shown by tl1ird parties
Facebook does not give thira party applications or ad netvvorks the right to use your
name or picture in ads. If we allow this in the future, the setting you choose will
determine how your information is used.
You may see social context on third party sites, including in ads, through Facebook
social plugins. Although social plugins enable you to have a social experience on a
third p.:lrty site, Facebook does not share your information with the third party sites
hosting the social plugins. Learn more about social plug ins.
Edit third party ad settings
Ads and friBnds
Everyone wants to know what their friends like_ That's why we pair ads and friendsan easy way to find products and services you're interested in, based on what your
friends share and like_ Learn more about soda! ads.
Here are the facts:
Social ads show an advertiser's message a!Dngside actions you have taken, sucf1
as !iking a Page
~vour privacy settings apply to social ads
"'Vl/e don't sell your information to advertisers
"'Only confirmed friends can see your actions alongside an ad
""!fa photo is used, it is your profile photo and not from your photo albums
Edit social ads setting··
T
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jcarver88

Rating
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What ,jid fuis woman expect? Facebook makes it clear 1.as mud) whai they are doing
ii you are inclined to look it up .._
Facebook is out ro make money. They do it through collecting your info and selling it
to advertisers. Thats why they went public, to raise funds so as to improve their data
collectlon methods and monetise that data. That means selling it. They are ver1
good at <:ollecting ft and soon they wiU ver1 good at selling it. ! doubt you wiH !ike the
methods they use to do that ~tliis woman apparently didn't}
You may think their product is SDcial net'.vori<jng, it's not. lts you and your info and
the customers are paying businesses that want your info (which you give to FB for
free.)
Not a business model! would endorse and she may have a case. Hopefully it will
change the 'privacy' agreement that FB uses 1n Canada.
But,! still think she is !<ind of a narve fooL Maybe she is out for some money ...
lf you don't like companies and others using your data. keep it to yours em Don't
smear it all over the internet and remember that EVERYTH!NG you do online Is
tracked in one way or another.
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Red0ne65

Stupid and idiotic! just trying to get her 15 min. of fame!
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This woman can set a precedent and example by suing. All the power to her. But I
agree, the links one clicks for "applications" on facebook,. will tel! the user that they
are now outside the terms oi agreement of FB and enteling a new site. So that
means the user is now under obligation to search out the terms of the agreement of
the applications they add.
Ver.;', very convoluted in the end.
Moral of the stor'f. Be very, very careful of Anything one posts on the internet
anywhere. Bill Gates has :;tarted a website compiling W':s of thousands of photos he
is buying and copyrighting. And those photos could very well include some which all
of us have posted at one time or the other. Bill Gates is a very, very smart man and
business mogul, so I would be very carefuL One can lose rights to their own photos
and sDme may already have and will not have a leg to stand on - because they did
not copyright their images.
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Lessons in !earning.
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Cboo44

EwvvV<''NVNN·NvVNlvvvtw Facebock's got BILLIONS, let's grab some.
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Sorry, but you signed a contract when you clicked 'agree' to the terms and conditions
when you created your facebook page, They ovm the rigi1ts to everything that gets
posted on 'their' social ner.vorking site.
You also gave your consent by clicking 'like' which announced to the entire faceboDk
community and effectively the world tl1at you endorse that product

Rating

You are going to lose a fortune in legal bills.
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After all the stones heard about facebook, you'd think that all that is sane would
leave it behind, as for the internet, including face book, anyone can do ·what they
want with your information, and that doesn't atways apply to the net Unless you live
under a rock, and no one knows who you are, you 11ave a chance of being taken
advantage of 'Nithout your pem1ission, and when your all over social networking and
nearly ever;v;nere you have a 99.9% chance of being taken advantage of (and thafs
just not a petty advertisement). And still we're silly enough to expect privacy, when,
Privacy, confidentiality, and permission's are becoming a thing of the past. If anyone
actually read facebooks fine print it wouldn't be so popular. and if it ·was still, then
well, Our nation needs to rethink what they are doing.
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To tl1ose claiming Facebook is useless
with social media:

ego~stroking

and those generally out of tune

! view Faceoook as a news sl1aring community (news as in giobal and domestic
poimcs,•!ssues} by sharing articles and documentaries, event organizer to plan group
functions, ana overview of the social landscape (rr your fa·:ebook feed •.vas a!l about
materiai possessions and outdoing the .jones' you may r;ant to reconsider your
soda! company}.
! hear people say similar things about Youtube, ''it's mediocre at best, people put up
videos of thein::ats and kfds... ". These social sites are about How You Use Tt1em,
Youtube also has thousands of well-made documentaries,. instructional videos on
gardening, health and fitness, green living. grassroots news clips and much more
that can enhance your :ife and knowledge.

Hating

-8

I think peopie that disagree V>'ith these sites are simply scratching the surface of the
;:.ites' potentiaL It reminds me of my 3 year old son •.vho will nibble a pepper atop a
pizza and say "I don't like this!!!" where if he would just take a full bite he'd realize
there's so much more to it

Report abuse tO) I Policy

S. Leblanc
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lfthis BC women spent less time on her Facebook account, and more time focusing
on her business, she wouldn't have to resort to filing class action lawsuits to make

money.
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Cory Trevor

sticl< it ~o facebook.

Rating

22
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l don't consider myself to be a sheep. loser or social misfit simply because I use
facebook. It's m'l choice. I ?mow the risks and am willing to deal with them.

$Scents

Somehow I think the people who continually trash facebook are the real sheep,
losers and social misfits. It's simply anotl1er method of communication. No need to
get pious over it
Rating
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Swizzler
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! think as soon as she "'liked·· the product she "endorsed'' it voluntarily. Her contads
can all go onto her profile and dick on w11at she likes and see it all anyway·s.
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NewsHype

If you don't like what Facebook is doing ·v.1th your 'personal' information. then don't
use Faceboolt People really need to read tf1e 'fine' print of the websites they use as
it \\~II most likely be shocking to them to find out how little 'privacy' they really have.
The data tnat the likes of Facebook and Google continue to amass in their
databases is very frightening_ But to marketers, the data centers are geld mines and
they are ,,viiling to spend billions of dollars to get access to this(your) data.
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"A Vancouver woman has fiied a class action la•,vsuit ... "'
So rm not a lav;yer nor do I play one on tv but, doesn't a class action ~mit involve a
group of peop!e?
Did I miss something in the article?

Rating
16

While Facebool< does f1ave an impiied consent by creation of an accouni for this
type of situation. No clause in a contract especially EULA's from software and
webs!tes, is enforceable un!:if tested in a court of law. And court's of law that don't
operate in Canada don't count towards contract viability. Essentially if it's not
reasonable then ifs not enforceable.

Silenus

Rating
4
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NoFuturez

There's probably fine print nobody reads •Nhich gives Facebook the rights to all your
personal info and pies. How else do they ma!ce money ... selling your infom1atlon to
advertisers, data miners and privitize-d intel

Rating
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I guess there's something to be said about putting yourself out there~ on the world
wide web.

Vanisle09

7

I vvonder how many people realize that with mosi sites, that you have a picture
posted (most dBting sites especially) all anyone has to do is right dick on your photo,
and then they can do wttat ever they vvant wtth that photo.
There's nothing secure abnut posting yourself online.

Rating

35
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Ribber
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!'d side with tl"]e '/voman, except for the fact !hat she gave up her rights when she
signed up for Face book. Jgnorance of the rules is no excuse. Know what you're up
against and act accordingly.

carrotwax

Actually, I am wtth the lawsuit on this one. Yeah. !'m sure that if you go look at tl1e
fine print there's something. But the reality is that no one reads fine print. It is
unreasonable for anyone, even a lawyer, to look at pages and pages of fine print.
The truth is that this is someone you wouldn't think of. You assume facebook can
target ads to you- but not that they can use your image for ads. '{ou wouldn't think
that saying "like" means that you can be used in a commercial of sorts. They should
ask you "do )'OU like this enough to be In an ad for it?"

Rating

42

l knmv it's easy to 11ate la1l'·iSUits. but I'm reaily curious why so many people are
standing up for a mega-corporation that makes most of its money from invading
peoples privacy?

Show 3 replies
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Vanisle09

My thoughts about Facebook;

;:::') l ~~_::= ~:() 3

l did have an account, but decided to delete it. I. got tired ofthe same 1~--o of my
cont?cts, posting the same useless posts, looking for validation for their existence in

:oi 1: t t P,-1 E.T

life.

1found facebook to be a medium used to brag, ego boost and •out do the Jones's"'
·.vith having to post financial status, material, possessions and trips etc

There's also those who are just addicted to the •.vhole social online interaction ... and
really have no life outside the internet.

Rating

85

lf you have to update your status that you're cooking porkchops for dinner and then
continually check :rour facebook to see how many likes you've recieved .. J'd say you
have issues.

ShO\V 3 replies
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Austrian Makes Formal Request for .AJI Personal Information Facebook Keeps on
Him
Be careful of what you ask for. That's a lesson that Max Schrems of Vienna, ,t:,ustria,
!earned the hard way wnen he sent a formal request to Facebook citing European
iav,r and asking for a copy of every piece of personal informatron that the vvorld's
largest social nehvork had collected on him_
After a wait the 24 year-old law student got Vlhat he was seeking: a CD with ail l1is
data store<! on it -1,222 files in aiL The collection of PDF format documents •.vas
roughly tile length Leo Tolstoy's War and Peace but told a more mundane story: a
record of Schrems' •,cears-long relationship with the world's largest social networK

}-w~~~m

Rating
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61

CoHecte<:l togetl"ler were records of when Schrems logged in and out of the social
network, the times and content of sent and received messages and an accounting of
every person and thing 11e's ever liked, posted, poked, friended or recorded. Tl1e
archive captured friend requests, fonner or alternative names and email addresses,
employment and relationship statuses and photos, in some cases with their GPS
locations included, to name a few. To Schrems' dismay, much of the data he
received from the net..vork was information he thought he had deleted. Face book, it
seems, doesn't think much of the Delete key and continued to hold copies of the
data on its servers.

Shov.r 3 replies
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At least the CBC cleverty did not show· us Debbie Douez's Facebook picture and
profile in tllis story!H
You'm no dummies at the CBC.
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Regardless of the fine print in ANY business. if it breaches the lAW - it easily gets
void in court..
You can sign many a Terms and Conditions" form, the law overules ...
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the lntemet is a public place.
why people ·.vou!d think anrihing on there is "private" is beyond me...
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"You own all of the content and information you post on Face book, and you can
control how it is shared through your privacy and application settings. In addition:
1. For content that is covered by intellectual property· rights, like photos and videos

{IP content), •,.-ou specifically give us the following pem1ission, subject to your privacy
and application settings: you grant us a non-exClusive, transferable, sub-licensable,
royalty-free, worldwide license to use any IP ·content that you post on or in
connection with Facebook (IP license). This fP License ends when you delete your
!P content or your account unless your content has been shared with others, and
they have not deleted it"

Rating
40

The above quote is copied from Facebook's Terms of Service clearly stated in the
open under Section 2. Sharing Your Content and Information
I fail

to see how Ms. Douez and Ms. Basil can call this "fine print"!
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naurtang

Facebook- '"It's free and arways will be."
Hmmm. If you're not paying for the product, then you lfke!y *are" the pf\XIuct

.
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WestConfederacy

\Neicome to Facebooli:.

Rating
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OpinyunSed

Privacy on the internet is a myth. Anyone who truly wants your infom1ation, can get
it You are your own Public Relations agent, te thoughtful about what you record
there, be it FB or anywhere else. Search your own name periodically just to check
whafs out there.
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Rating

33

I 'Ai<>nder ·what would happen if someone stuck someone else's photo on a facebook
account and they had used that with a fictitious name? l feel that regardless of what
their itsy bitsy book-long fine print says. I think they should have aske<l her
permission. 1 guess this is where we wade thmugh tl1e laws and what should be
versus what is.

1don't use facebook and never will. Most of the people I know who have use<l it have
had problems with someone finding out something about them that they would have
preferred they not know. My life is not mat interesting. My every thought and opinion
isn't v<orth much either. Anyone I want to share something with, l will. I don't need
facebook's help.
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Max Headroom
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Gee, maybe instead of liking "Cool Entrepreneurs" she should start another group
called "liow to Get Rich Sueing Facebook" or ''Self-help Group for People that don't
read the fine print."
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With ail cf the negative publicity facebook has been receiving I am amazed that
anyone even uses it anymore. Mind you FB has it's lo}'al following of subscribers
addicted to exciting games like Mouse Clicking Practice ... err... ! meBn Fannville.

FedUpAiready
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,.!,iso ! quickly googled Debbie Douez and found her name spattered all over the
internet on various 'social networks' with 11er picture found on several v.rebsites as
well. In light of a!f of the exposure f\•is. Douez has generated for herself I actually
wonder if this is little more than a nuisance lawsuit and publicity stunt that 'just might'
render some cash as a bonus.
One of the piTfalls of going public on the internet is that you might not like some of
the e:<posure you get A business sawy woman like Ms. Douez sl1ould have actually
read the Terms Of service when she signed on to FB.
No sympathy to be found here I'm afraid.

Report abuse (0) I Policy

Tenns and conditions change over time, and Facebook does an inadequate job of
expiaining the changes, and opts people in unless they go to their settings and
c.!"Jange them. This is akin to negative option billing which, I believe, is illegal in
Canada.

Mergatrord
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You can't get millions of people to join your service, come to rely on it and then say
"Oh, by the 'Nay now you have to allow this or you can leave''.

On top of this, in the past Facebook has made it next to impossible to delete your
facebook account They have improved in this respect
They should not be ailowed to change your privacy settings, and should not be
allowed tD create new privacy settings that default tD public. They should not be able
to c.laim "like" and "endorse" have the same meaning.

i
1

As for the people in here claiming anything on Facebook is public, get a brain. Do
you even use it? It has settings to prevent your data going public. The problem is
Facebook makes new settings and defaults them to public. Many people don't
realize this ana they end up with problems such as those in the story.
Simple !aws spelling out the fact that companies should not be allowed to ,expose
anyone's data publicly unless they expressly agree, and then fOifce them to make the
settings default to private so people have to actually go ln and set t~em to public
woufd alleviate all these problems.

Rating
44

Don't make excuses: for FaceboDk, they are a scummy company. not much better
tl1an a drug dealer who gets you addicted and !hen increases the price of the drug.

Report :abuse {0) I Policy

My own Facebook setting for privacy mean that no one has access anymore. I never
used it except that my name is there for any private emails U1at r can receive.

soon2010

'Naming, make sure mat you do check that plivacy settings are as you wish. The
settings as preset by Facebook, do give a lot of access to your page and
information. To cancel that access is a good idea.
lf tt1is woman didn't make sure that Facebook couldn't have that access to
information and pictures, her case in court will be a slam dunk, ! believe.

Parents do need to bB very vigilant about iVhat phoiographs of their children that
they post They may never know if their child's image is being used by a company
that just retrieved it through Facebook!
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Alex Aghajanian
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l'm sure someone has already mentioned this, but by agreeing vvith the terms and
conditions for facebook membership, you automatically give them everything you
post online. Any pictures, notes, messages., games, 'Nhatever you do/post on your
.facebook page becomes property of Facebook unless it is protected by ifs own
copyright in the case of posted links to youtube or 'Nhat have you.
so, in summation, v1e don't own our own stuff on facebook, read the terms and
conditions before you click "I accept•. rm sure we're all guilty of skipping over those,
just don't be surprised when you lose a court case.

ShO'il' 1 reply

Kasanova
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Facebook owns anything you post on it, you agree-d to those terms when you signed
up.
.
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Wasting all this money on legal fees just so they can tell her to read before you sign
ls just another lesson the woman is going to have to learn the hard way.
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my-two-sense
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J don't subsclibe to FB, bui! guess there are those out til ere who rely on the site to
fill a void in their lives. l have moved on in life and really don't see .a need to re-kindle
relationships 'Nith those that l haven't thought about or had contact wrth in over 20
years.
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Once it's on Facebook ifs public so be careful what you put there
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If you click 'like.' on something in facebook, you are by this very act endorsing
w11atever it is you've just ciicked.

devious
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CheekMonk
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The trick is to put an ugly picture as your profile, then Facebook will never use you in
their promo.

Alex 3
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l have zero empam:r for this Noman and anybody else ~vho uses social networking.
You reap what you sow.
if you are going to put yourself out there in public on the \Neb you have abandoned
all rights to privacy and use of any Information that you put there by others. lt is a
! choice issue.
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Just-me
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Sometime you have to shake y·our head and wonder about people on facebook?
Even the nne print is being used as an excuse for not having any brains. Thank-you
people for showing me what not to do .
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Stop posting all of your prtvate information and thoughts online. If you do this, you
most likely have a hard time managing impulse control, and no good can come out
of it.
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"11 you're going to be using somebody's name or somebody's portrait for advertising
purposes, you need to obtain their consent," Brasil said.
Actually, she gave her consent when she clicked the LIKE button. Irs wrong. but
that's how evil Facebook works.
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RockinChair

Don't be surprised if she signed consent in the Facebook registraiiion.
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JuliaDS
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' 1'1/hen l first joined facebook I didn't care about privacy settings and •.vhat photos and
messages l posted (I was in university at the time). But now being a bit older and
wiser, I've heightened my prr,;acy settings and l have gotten rid of apps/notestgroups
!n order to keep my facebQok more private. I've also deleted those people that I
really don't know well. Everything I put on facebook are things that I wouldn't mind if
the general public found out 1am not negative, I don't make specific mentions of my
work or clients 1 deal with, I don't use facebook to denounce friends or family. I use it
to say "hi" to my friends and !lave an easy ·way to keep in contact A1 the end of the
day it is a free service and everyone has to decide for themselves vmether its worth
it or not

Snov.• 1 reply
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Chris V

You get what you pay tor.
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Kasanova

Sorry, but there is no law to protect someone from 'not' reading the contract when
they create their facebooK page or enter into any online contracts.
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Facebooks owns the rights to everything anyone posts on it. end of story_
Everyone just scrolls to the bottom and clicks 'Agree' without reading it, we an do it
and tl1is is v<hat happens ___ most of us just are just smart enough not to sue them
over it
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picknchoose
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l don't patronize t=acebook. Personal choice to not publicize my Hfe. Others ltve by it

and post too much information about themselves, their families, friends, pets etc.
Unfortunately when you post your info it is out of your hands and too bad more
people don'i realize this. I don't think this gal will be victorious •Nith her lawsuit Too
bad so sad!
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It seems like there's weer\iy validation lor !laving never been part of Facebook.

Stem589

I have the fuil intent of blocking any such social media sites from my computer when

my children get older.
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facebook's purpose is !o exploit it's users under the guise of benign social media .... it

is a MARKETING tool for business pure and simple...
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Bad Tiger

The minute you upload anything to any site you can bet if you read the terms and
conditions FB \Viii be protected.
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Its the internet. no different than posting your photo on a bus shelter with a sign that

says ''don't look'·. You want privacy??? stay off line
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Kvothe

I just dont understand these people. if you have a problem with how Facebook
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handles your personal information there is a pretty simple solution: stop using
Face book_
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Savitri Devi

l am pretty ::ure you consent to letting FB use your pictures once you upload
them ... Good luck though (you'll need it}!
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KnuckteheadSO
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So gtad l quit FB. Thank God! just had a couple benign pies up there ... !'m sure ihey
still have them, but at least they wont be able to prf more info out of me.
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cannonball

From the user end Facebook is a fun social website, but on the business end ifs the
ultimate creep machine for profit We tell them everything we like, then they sell that
info, plus our addresses, phone numbers. where •,ve work, pictures of us, pictures of
our kids and anything else •.ve volunteer to put on there to advertisers.
ln the case of this woman's lawsuit, Facebook won't want to come out and say "Hey

>ve ovm anything you upload and all your activity on the site~. because while it's true,
they !-mow people wiil react adversely to the plain truth. So they'll just pay her off to
shut her up and make her go away.
Rating
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She doesn't have a real case but good for her for finding a way to make a few bucks
in this ridiculous economy via settlement •,vith Face book. Cheers!
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Anonymouse83

Wake up and smell the {.oifee..
if the product is free (ie: Faceboo!c),

t.~en

-you are- tile product.
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Keep enjoying Facebook. .. It's so good for you.

Raynaldo
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cal smith

well people you want to be noticed ... you got what you didn't pay for....lf you put it out
there· some one is going to use it ... no sympathtny here.. when are people going to
clue in
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invismin

you are what you click. ..
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north claw
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Facebook has no right to use someone's name or p1cture for FB's own advertisment
without thatsomeone's explicit consent and proper compensation. Just because
they 'i:on' or 'lrick' someone into clicking that button doesn't make it legaL Trying to
hide behind that fine print old trick certainly wouldn't work.
ls lnat the platntift's address and phone number~ see on t.l-Je 'notice of civil claim'?
Now the victim'E;,vvhereabout rs also exposed for potential physical harm. Just
because it is a public document doesn't mean that ·.ve shoulD be adding to the fire.
'f•/e need to exercise caution and COMMON SENSE to protect one another.

Silov.• 2 replies

Arro-gantBastard
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i smell money changing hands ....
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Gyyyyk

For all the jaded and urbane peopte with no sympathy for this woman, how rnany
EULAs have you read, ever?
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theartist

l believe the ''Maxim " is Contract made when money paid ... So if you cfick a button
this is not "NOT' a contract. Of course these are only Legal precedents which have
stood for a thousand years or more. perhaps you are more intelligent and your
(those here wllo think: shes unreasonable} reasoning is superior to all that old
nonsense, sl1e !las no reason to complain.
:-:ALL LOVE:-:
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FactNotFallacy2

When you post anything on a publica!ly accessible website you relinquish control of
•.vhat you post to the owner of the site. It is the only way v.11at you post can be !egally
published. This very comment becomes the property of CBC the moment I post it
Read the the note at the bottom of tt1e "Post a commenr dialogue box. This
·.voman's image became the property of facebook once posted. However, facebook
does protect the images of those v;ho place tig!1t controls on who has access to their
profiles. This case will not succeed.
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Sanlty_check

Rarely do I agree wiih class action suits, as most of them iMHO are fiah'Y attempts at
grabbing cash & fueled b)' lawyers enriching themselves. This one I do agree is vafid
because it completely violates Canadian prtvacy laws that were introduced 5 years
ago. I avoid using FacebOok because l never feel as though I am in complete control
over the personal information I am asked to provide in setting up my account, and do
not wish share this information based on a single set of rules & pemJissions on my
profile.
I knew it would just be a matter of time before people stood up against some of
these types of practices- w·hich in every other context are not legaL This is what
happens when a company (Facebook., inc_) that produces nothing, '<Vho's entire
business model is reliant on continued widespread growth, in order to satisfy the
shareholders - at some point they must look for revenue sources in every nook &
cranny, ie: selling your personal information to commercial interests.

Having "fine print" does not absolve Facebook of not following privacy laws. What
the "social media" industry obviously needs is a comprehensive.~ legal~'!' binding set
of ethical standards.
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Theviewuphere
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l lir~ed my local newspaper_ Short!~{ after l got a call from my mom to advise that my
facebook photo ·was showing up on a sidebar when she viewed my local paper
online. l was annoyeu, because j[ linkeu to my page {private to ali but friends).
l weighed a!! my options and simply "un~liked'"' this page.
Okay news media, lets get on to another stupid story. ...

'"""
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jeff_w_yeg

if only people would learn to read the ''terms & conditions" associated vvrth products
& services rather tf1an just blindly clicking "I Agree".
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karl em all

The internet is the equivalent of door to door salesmen or telemarkers perpetually
knocr,:ing on you door, or cal!ing you every ten minutes ofthe day. Some people
quickly ieam to say "'not interested" and some don't Careful what you click on.
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I feel bad for her, she is going to be out ail !:hat money

onl~al

bills and still not get

cent

a

When she created her account she agreed to the condition that facebooks owns
everJthing you post on your page... so her image was fair game.
When she clicked 'like' she publidy endorsed that product v'lilllout negotiating a
price.
No matter which way you look at it, she isnt getting a penny out of this.

Rating
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Live and learn. social netwol1<.ing is about selling out your entire iife iree of charge,
its a bad deal but there are apparently loads of people ignorant enough to keep
support them.

Snow 1 reply
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thethinker

Here is another person living the American dream, hoping to sue someone for
something mat she was too careless with. If you don't read the agreement and just
automatically agree to it, ttlat is your problem.. Maybe she should just stay off the
sight and use the old 1ashion telephone to communicate with people.
Tl1is lawyer Is another one who is in i~ for the gold. Maybe if lawyers had to pay
penalties for misguiding people, they would be more pfcl\·y about what mey take on.
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nicollecartinfan

When you get to use a product for free.chances are l.'OU are actually the product
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Chris V
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How dare !acebook abide by the policy that she agreed to when she signed up!
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Aarons

If you truly want to "ovm" your digital content, purchase your own domain or sign up
for a paid service. I'm sick of people complaining about a!t the evil things Facebook
does. Irs a free service precisely because its designed to profit from the multitude of
user content If you agree to t'le nne print when you sign up you should manage
your expectations of privacy accordingly.
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World1Me

Many of us whose lQ is nowhere close to that of our shoe size have admonished
companies vrho request tl1at we !og-on to their site via Faceboolc ,A.Iways advising
security concerns, we email the company direct with our reasons.
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LaurieCiark
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Your lawyer is leading you astray lady, you agreed to allow FB to do anything they
want with your info and photos. How about this lawyer tell us ·.vhich section of the
privacy act is being breached? This is nothing more than an attempted money grab
by· another sleazy lav<yer!
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If you don't like their privacy policy don't go on their site.
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pococool
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Unfortaunetly when she signed up she agreed to those terms. But it's stlll wrong_
Hopefully her c!ass action suit will change these tem1s and stop this nonsense.

Fung Chang

This is the cost of doing business with Facebook.
People don't know rt, but the Aim1i!es program and anything li!-;e it takes your info on
personal buying habits and sel\s rt on the op'Em market. It's in the contract too.

Show

nostrajamas
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Contracts can be disputed in a court of law. clust because someone clicked a like
button, does not constitute any consideration. The internet is not a free for all. Hate
crimes are being climinally convicted( guy who tweeted hate about English
Footballer Muamba). The intrusion into personal image, info to reap profit without
legitimate consentfconsideration, is challenge worthy. Let's set some precedent for
the digital plantation owners like Facebook.
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SammyWammy
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this woman is out to lunch.
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mattmarion

She hit like. that means that she did, in fact. endorse the pro-duel Combined •,vim the
fact that she agreed to rules that allow facebook to use anything she posts and
there's no case. Don't like it don't use the servrce.
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The whole world belongs to googie and facebook and v.'hen you ciicl< i agree to their
contracts you just given them the ~:eys to your life!

gilles5611
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I never gave Facebook permission to access my email contact list. but I sti!l see
friend suggestions from that list popping up all the time.
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oil price sham
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I Polley

Should not have pushed "SUBMII.
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newstome
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Only complete Idiots use social media. Look at Trudeau and his retwittering of the
article on Vic Toews. That rests the case of only complete idiots use social media.
There are lots of social activities in which one can partake. b!ogs and tne like
actually impart information and only to those who have a common interest. The big
ones are big because there's one born every minute and if you are on any of them,
you are one.
This is social media what we do here, wei! it's supposed to be bui is actually socialist
media_ Well it.'s living proof that even the dregs, like myself, find companioship in
other dregs, like you. :)

Facebook is for the most part a ,,vaste of time ... and if you're not verj ver:l careful
y·our •,vhole life and personal info can be exposed to any and all to see. You need to
:::et your privacy settings high, or to custom, and even then. don't ever forget you are
on the web and nothing is guaranteed to be protected 100% all the time. The world
has hackers. Tf1at said, yup l have an account, used face book to find long lost
cousins etc. ! never post messages... never say anything on chat or elsewhere that I
could not say in front of my spouse, boss or the pollee. in fact, finding long lost
cousins and good jo~:es is about the only use this site has for me. And in the profile
part, never put the fmth about your self or !eave stuff blank. So if FB does decide to
sl1are your info .. _ifs all bs.

sawildcat
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fourchinaducks
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I'm reaJI>'· surprised by all the comments people have posted that Facebook users
some how have it coming, don't understand privacy or are self obsessed.
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If you don't use or understand or are afraid of it or are just not interested in it, then
you really don't understand the world of Facebook or how people use it (which is
fine, ifs not for everyone) but you shouldn't be assuming anything about the people
who use it
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Like everyi:lling, Facebook has some inherent problems !ike privacy and copyright
control but it's also a wonderful way to keep touch •Nith people all over the world and
share media in a way that email doesn't

Show 1 reply

Ugh, comments for Facebook!Twitter-related stories are THE WORST. lfs always a
collection of smug, self-congratulatory elmsts patting themseives on the back for not
using Facebook and telling the rest of us how stupid that •Ne are. I'd rather be on
Facebook than be as eye-rollingly pretenious as so many of you. Be quiet

Steveliffic
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To aU those suggesting that Faceb-ook can pretty much do ·what they want with your
info, you 'Nould be right up to a point. They can sell that info to businesses for
marketing purposes or use it to plot trends and target you for specmc products_
However that is not the same as using your image to endorse a product
TtH~Y do not own your public image and cannot ascribe to you a position in regards
to a product choice for marketing purposes_ Tying your face to a particular product
and stating you support that product goes \Vay passed the limits of owning
information as it ascribes to you, a public face which may or may not be consistent
with your position and may in fact damage you_
I am sure there are quite a "famous" faces who use Facebook yet you don't see ihe
company using their mugs on product endorsements_ Why? Because they· know
they will be sued for big bucks and that they will !ose_
.~lowing your info to be used by a third party by default is common place today so
for those of you whining about Facebook users and t11is being a cash grab take note.
.~most any business you use is collecting and selling your personal info. Your
supermarket does it using tile info obtained by your purc11ases using the store
discount cards for example. Ho·wever that store is still bound by prtvacylaws and so
is Face-book_

Demonthenes

How would you feel if a business you use, used your picture to endorse a product
you personally found offensive or a Supermarket gave out your address and phone
number as an endorsement and reference of their services? How would you !ike to
see your face endorsing a porn site using a picture that was taken by a professional
photographer since they always keep tl1e negatives or copies of the digitallmages?
Rating

What would you do?
You would sue of course and rightly so_
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I find it interesting that companies !ike Google and Facebook are claiming new and
better privacy rules, and that information is only given out ''witll permission''.
Permission consists of clicking the"'! accept" button that is required for every·
download or application used_

TaxWizz
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Do you read these things? And if you do, do you fully understand them? Likely not,
and that is the idea. You have freely given permission to sell and use your data
without realizing it How many ·10 year olds do you think read these monster
contracts, and hov1 many understand them? Actually, how many 10 year olds are
!egally capable of signing any contract? If they cannot legally contract, then no
contract exists, and their prtvacy is being iilegal!y violated.

Are Facebook and their ilk so large now that they unilaterally make laws_ l thought
tliat even the Queen could not do that

Show 2 replies
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YouCantBeSerious

Good luck wim that one.
One of the reasons this juggernaut came to where it is today is through novelty and
a very shrewd legal team.
If they show no mercy on adolescents bullying each other to death on line they
certainly won't flinch on something that •.vas ignored in the fine print w11en the
AGREE buttun was hit
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Facebook doeS not care about privacy, morals or ethics. This ls why there are some
that never signed up in the first place_
Here is a suggestion for

a genuine pleasure: talk to your friend in person.
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bochdan

i1eavy mellow2012/04f03
at 8:33 AM ETHide lleavy mellow's
comments Hope there are this many people posting comments when Canada's bill C'30 comes into effect that gives law enforcement vvarrantless power to access your
personal information, read your email, and see what you are downloading. All the
power to this woman, she signed a contract waiving her rights to her data, but did
you 'N·hen
.3:&&&&&&&&&&.&&.&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&.3:&&&8,&&7
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l believe that bill c30 is meant to apply to an Investigation_ It could work both ways. If
! am 'NTongly acr:used of something, my computer could be used to prove my
innocence_ if I keep my nose dean there should be no reason for an investigation
lnto my personal affairs.
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ACommonTater
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Interesting contest ..
On one hand she did agree to their terms of service when signing up.
On the other. any contract that violates law is illegal and non-binding.
This will, no ooubt become a judgement of Facebook's ~fine print'' where the big
question will be whether it violates Canada's privacy laws or not
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On a personal Ieveii don't join these sites because of crap like this ... Now if there
was an advertising free Facbook-like site that was not data mining in disguise. !'d
actually pay to get on it
Facebook is worth exactly what you pay for it.
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94Canadian

Putting personal jnformation on iacebook is a choice and you are advised of who
can see and use it when you sign up, even lf you don't it's common sense. 'vVhy,
because it's the internet and nothing is private. Putting information about you on
facebook is equivalent to lending your prized and secret meatloaf recipe to Mark
Zud;erberg or handing your signed baseball to your dog, you know the risks when
doing so, but you still do ~t anyway.
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ChantaiLeBooty
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Lmao... obviously she failed to read the fine print V.'hen she created her account
Anything you post on facebook 'belongs' to face book... this gives them the rights
needed to remove offensive material but also to use it as they see fit
Should she recieve some compensation for use of her stuff, yes.
Are they legally required to do so, no.
Sadly she signed a contract v,;hen she clicked 'yes, I agree to the above tenns and
conditions' giving them the right to use her personal stuff however they •tvant
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Social networking, naive individuals giving away their personal information to the
world one click at a time.
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digltalhaze

People just 1Nill never !earn that the internet's use entails Li"Jis type. of risk. Nothing is
sacred, private, secure, or safe. VVise up!
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"Someilme after she clic.l<ed the ''Like" button for a Facebool< group called "Cool
Entrepreneurs.· Douez's photo vv1th the caption "Debbie Oouez likes Cool
Entrepreneurs" began appearing in a sidebar advertisement to her Facebook
contacts."
"Lavvver Luciana Brasil, who is representing Douez in the claim. said that Oouez was
never asked whether she wanted to endorse a good or servtce.''
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WI-IAT? I'll be the first to admit that Facebook doesn't care abOut y·our privac)', but
this is just silly_ How can you dick the "Uke" button and then claim that you were
never asked to endorse the thing you '!ike'?
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Lou Cypher

She should sue her parents for giving her the DNA that made her sn dense. They
dropped the ball on helping her into the real world, where people read the terms of a
contract before they decide to throw money away on a law suit they cannot possibly
Nin.

1
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Syrupmaker
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People who feel the need to put their life out there for everyone to see, get what ihey
deserve. I hate facebook and everything it stands for but if you can't learn to keep to
yours err in iife, then too bad.

lnternaiError

let me see ff! understand this.
She signed up for Faceboor" and agreed to the Terms and Conditions.
But now she's suing t'lem, for something she gave them permission to do.

Makes perfect sense to me.
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No sympathy from me! There seems to b-e little real value from using social
networking sites other than needy people sharing details of their "'life~ with others,
join a support group instead if you are that needy. Just my opinion.
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I have no sympathies. for her or anyone like her.
People mat use sites like this one, post their entire lives on the internet reap what
they sow. The word "Privacy" doesn't mean a thing to them, and yet nov>' that she
can see a possible payday in her future, she's whinning about her privacy rights
being used without her consent Anyone that uses that and other sites have the
world leering at them. Criminals love those sites, they offer information on peoples
absences, where they live, and in some cases offer photors of that persons house
and all their posses ions_ Basically, thieves get to "case t..'le joint" from the comfort of
their own house or prison computer and make up their list of items to steal while
"Debrah'' is on her two-'Neek cruise.
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Private citizen in a
non private world

She won't win. If an1one has read the provisions of using Facebook. you'll learn that
they own ever/thing you post on their site_ Does Facebook really need a user's
permission to use the information tt already owns (any comments. pl1otos. images.
etc posted on its website) to promote rrs services.

lf Facebook had used Ms. Douez's image to promote a commercial pro<luct that
would tJe a different scenario. However, I doubt that she or her lawyer will win any
settlement and the plaintiff or plaintiffs may end up ·with large legal bills when any
court proceeding is concluded_ ·Note to plaintiff_ Face book Inc. has lots of h1gh price<!
lawyers to defend its position_
I read an article a y·ear ago that posting a "thumbs up" or ''like" on Facebook, allow·ed
Facebook to send you all manner of advertisements, etc., because of your vote in
favor of that product or service, so by extension it appears that's all the company has
done with Ms. Douez's image which is really no longer her property rr she has posted
it for convenience sake on Facet1ook.
lf she were to create her ovm webstte and Facebook lifted her image from that
website and used it in one of their ads, that would be much different
The plaintiff will not prevail regardless of how many other claimants join the suil The
suit however, if it gains enough steam, may force Facebook to change some of its
policies regarding the use of someone's image or photo in an advertisement or
notice that the person had nofprovide<l iNritten autholization, which Facebook's
lawyers may argue was already granted with the "Like" endorsement
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; She has no case. Facebook's privacy policy states that anything you post Is property
' of facebook inc. which would include your name and picture. Just saying.

NetEng
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heavy mellow
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Hope there are this many people posting comments when Canada's bill c-30 comes
!nto effect that gives law enforcement warrantless power to access your personal
information, read your emaiL and see what you are downloading. All tl1e power to
this woman, she signed a contract waiving her rights to her data, but did you when
you signed up for the internet?
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facebook ..... V¥'hat a time wasters paradise. Privacy outv.'eighs Facebooks auto
use of people's pictures for adVerts •.vittlout their permission.
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Go get them girL
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Neil Gregory

just one more reason whi I avoid facebook like the plague.
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This woman gave consent •,vhen she signed up for Facebook. The End User License
Agreement, or EULA is a common practice for any soft\vare, is pages long, and
covers just this sort of senario. '.'\lhile I respect that this woman didn't want this to
happen to her she should have paid attention to :

"By posting user content to any part of the site., you automatically grant to the
rompany (ie Facebook) an irrevocable. perpetuaL non-exclusive, transierable, fully
paid, worldwide license (with the right to sublicense) to use, copy, public!~{ perform,
display, reformat translate, excerpt (in whole or in part} and distribute such user
content for any purpose, commercial, advertising or otherwise.,.. "
What she is going for is covered ty the EULA 'Nhich is 8 legally binding document.
These have been fought before and some EUlA's (I don't know about face books it's
85 or so pages long) include clauses tl1at limit the users abHity to even file a class
action suit
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No sympathies,
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anothervoiceonline

! hope st1e wins!
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Don't give TracebOok anything. Then
suckered by the word '''free."

Eliezer

tt \'>'on't beab!e to use it People are always
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Oh please... the TOS clearty states that if you Ll KE a business. rt is there for
everyone to see, including all her mends.

micklab
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This tawsuit has ZERO chance of succeeding. She's just another LEFTIST with no
understanding of the Internet economy, and inants to make an easy· dollar out
through the left wing courts.

! hope Facebook counter-SUES her in an AMERICAN court for wasting their time.
and she is BANKRUPTED and financially ruined for life.
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If you're not paying for it you're not hie customer; you're tl-;e !Xo,juct
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At the end of the day ... it's ALL ABOUT MONEY.... for HER and for HER tP.IJI/YER-Ka-ching!
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l"m sorr/, but you uploaded your images to their site and decided to like an
application, what do you really expect? The number one rule of the internet is to
know that anything you upload or type, }'OU can expect someone to be able to find it,
and you'lt never truly remove it (Streisand effect, anyone?)..
V'tllile l really don't care ior Facebook using images !ike this, I'm surprised that their
ToS doesn't already allow them to do this legally (and oi course, nobody ever reads
the ToS). If you really don't want others to see your image online, don't even join tl1e
site. I really must question if this is tile most effective use of our courts, though.
1Nhile we could be speeding up cases of murderers, thieves, and the real criminals
!n society, we're wasting it on stupid lawsuits like broken toothbrushes and a website
using your picture.
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For the people saying t.'lat "It states they are allowed to do this in the EULA and she
agreed, therefore she has no case·•:
Yes you are correct that Facebook states that by uploading any imagesfinformation
of yourself, :y·ou are giving permission for Faceboo.k to use that content for profit
{though you may still profit oif it as v;ell, ie: if you up!oaded artwork and still wished
to sell it)_
However, just because something is written into a contract and someone signs it
do-esn't make it legally binding. There are some things that break laws, and it doesn't
matter if someone ignorantly signs it, it is still null and void because tt is IllegaL In
this case, she is contending t'lat the Faceb-ook EULA violates Canadran privacy
\aws_ That is the issue at hand, not ·.vhether or not Facebook contains this disclaimer
in their EUL4..
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1 thought that this story •,vas a joke, but !m shocked to find out that 1m real.

mba9876

How can you sue a company v.•hen you yourself put your own picture up on their
privately owned •Nebsite???? Tl1is is like those frivolous lawsuits \V!lere people try to
trademar!>\ the word "this'' or "that"
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User agreements never can override federal or provincial iaws. Canada's priVacy

jaybirdjet

laws are powerful and are always enforced. This is just one of the factors that keeps

online movie reseilers like Netflix, Sony, and Apple from giving Canadian·s full
access to their movie lineups. Our laws override their desired usage agreements
and they know Canada enforce that !think its time people start challenging
companies with give up all your rights type usage policies on larger scales as the
small non-class suits settle quietly out of court so oihers continue to believe they
give up their rights if they use a product or se!Vice even if it isn't an essential service.
Many usage agreements have just gone too far_
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Northern Thunder
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By suing in a Canadian court, she 'll'-i!l get only a fraction of the damages she could
get in an American court. Another foolish mistake, on her part
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"Canada has more than 17 million Facebook users.··
.c..re there really tl-Jat many sheep in Canada?

Geobel
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westcoastsun

' I hope sl1e reads these posts from peop!e more expert than me and realises that she
might get stuck with hundreds of thousands of dollars in legal fees and court costs.
P..fterl read the Facebook iegat links I was convinced t11at if! joined Face book I was
giving up all my rights, both legally and for privacy, and agreeing that Facebook
could use my public: information for 'Nhatever t'ley wanted .
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• ,t..fter reading their legal stuff, ! decided to not join Faceoook.l now have a strict
personal policy that! do not join any site or business that wants my personal
information. For example, just this week! have stopped shopping at Opus for art
supplies because they have a ne•.v 'member' only system for sales and they want me
to become a member other.vise I can·~ get their sale prices, so! stopped shopping at
Opus. Uke! said, I no longer 'join' any site that wants me to provide personal
information and then be subject to their privacy policy that explicitly says they can
change it any time they want to change it

Show 1 repfy
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The best thing they could do is deny access to her account
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how long can the tiny mind exist without it's validation.
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sam ish

Debbie, you need to know that when you lose this case-- and chances are, you will! - Facebook can and will ask the court to assign their legal costs to you, AND you
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could ·.vel! be assigned all the court costs. In BC, believe rr or not, court costs are
S55,DOO PER DAY. A friend of mine took a fraudulent contractor to court, but
cculdnl prove he was crooked. Not only did she not get any damages from the
contractor, but she had to pay his lawyer's fees, AND the court cost fees. The case
took six days, and she nad to pay court costs of S55,000 PER DAY. She had to pay
$300,000 dollars for SIX DAYS and was wiped off the earth financially. Had to sell
everything she ownedeclare bankruptcy. She nevermcovered. This was right here
in good ol' Vancouver BC.
Drop the case while you still can. Just STAY OFF FACEBOOK if you don't Hke what
they do.
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Dark Matter

Many people are under the mistaken belief that by signing up for facebook they
be~ome faceoook customers.
No, you are not the customer, you are the product
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But she did like "Cool Entrepreneurs,"

cramblin
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The solution is simple- don't give up all your personal information to a company if
you don't want your personal information used or possibly abused.

rga7Sklr

No one needs to go on facebook- no one.
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TheSestFromBoth

"A Vancouver woman has filed a class action la•.vsutt against Facebook for profrting
from an advertisement that used her photo and profile information wiThout her
consenl'"
• This woman doesn't have a case, and ail she's going to manage doing is to create a
bunch of legal fees for l1ersett Facebook spe~ifically mentions in the user
agreement you sign when becoming a member that they reserve the right to all of
your pemona! information, your personal contacts information, and to use that
information in advertisements,
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The sad thing is her fawyer probably told her she could win. knowing fuH •.veil (like
most peop!e •Nho can read) that Facebook has already 'lvon . and that he/she will get
paid eitt1er way.
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2wanderers
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While I do l1ope she wins- it would reduce the power of corporations to set onesided user agreements that are not in their users interests - I suspect she won't. It's
spelled out pretty clearly what facebook is allowe-d to do with stuff posted there, and
use it in advertising is certainly on the list
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Hit 'em for everything they're worth!!
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John Shaft

Stlly Girl, you don't own anything you post on Facebook? Did you read the
agreement? LOL
She cou!d end up pay·ing FB's legal fees too. FAIL
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GRUMPY OL MAN
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Once again, Canadians acting !ike Americans. Lets sue and and make some money
the easy way instead of earning it!

l wouldn't do business wiU1 thfs Dragon Lady!
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!n 1997, Jim Taylor and 'Nats VVacker published The 500 Year Delia_
They predicted that privacy managment would be the biggest growth industry of the
21st century.
They predicted that your personal information would be monetized.
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It's too bad people have sold themsetves utterly for the simple abi!it; to stay in touch
with their most distant and disconnected "friends"_

P...nd now people are starting to see the cost
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' lam no longer on face Book! So! tllin~;!
I stlll get v<hores from a pom site sending me emails that vvant to hook up ,,v-ith me to
do the Boogie \'Voogie! Chr".st I'm 57 and look like hel!!

They claim they sa'N my ptcture on a "social media'' site. Tl1e only site! ever was on
was Face Boo~:! Big rnistai-;e!
Zuckerberg and his ilk are bloodsuckers!
The internet is a sham!
VVhen I vtas. younger~ used to go to socials here in Vvinnipeg to meet people ''Faceto-Face"!! did not need FaceBook!
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Arrdvark

I like the scrolling and zooming document viewer v.~ndow thingy_
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Half of all Canadians are on faceoook"??
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I read a lot of the facebook agreement, but it became too intertwined, legal double
speak and vef'/ wordy and boring.
I never signed up.

Good luck to Debbie Douez,
I'm sure the facebook user agreement is all encoumpasing and air tight, Including
the use of personal information for facebook promotions.
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You know all those terribly lengthy "user .agreements" that are 30 -50 pages long
filled with legal mumbo jumbo few if any people ever read?'
Ever semi! through it all to the bottom and check "'agree" ?
Good luck even making an attempt at trjing to sue an online entity.
They OWN your ID.
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Wake up people.
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l want money.
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I guess that's 'iihY you are supposed to read the "Terms and Conditions~ before you
click on the iittle box that says ''I agree to these terms and conditions''
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I wonder how much facebook is going to get from her when tl1ey are awarded costs
because she has no grounds for the lawsuit
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Jeff Belonj

I got rid of my Google mail account when they changed their privacy policy. Google
does not drop down when I enter search questions.
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She uses their servers for free, then whines because they made a (gasp!} profit from

it?
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Mervyn 063
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She must Mve a better looking face than mine. Then again, thOse things ! have
'liked' on Facebook probably are not the most endearing towards an attractive social
Hfe (e.g. computer games, board games)
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Grumpa35

.And another lawyer makes it big.
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DamienDommer

I'm so suprised to see a law suit come out of this.
Facebook (or CRACKBOOK as some people refer to it as) has recently changed
their privacly policy. l bet most of you have NO idea what it means.

!t means that everytime y.ou play a game or go to another website through Facebook
your have given your permiSsion (remember that ".>\LLOW' button?) to Facebook to
give over such infonnation as, your name, contact infomlation, all your personal
Information, the names of all the aps or games you've played, your friends list and
,'\NY PIECE OF INFORr.,t.ATION YOU HAVE POSTED TO FACEBOOK WHERE
THERE iS NOT AN EXPECTATiON OF PRIVACY_ Which means, that every single
post that you've made by updating }'Our status or location, posting on your wall.
posting or !iking comments on your friends' walls, posting comments on other posts wherever you did not have the expectation of PRIV~.CY (i.e. a private message
between two users).
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Can you afford to have ALL your personal information collected by Facebook
handed over to these 3rd party companies who will use the "ALLOW" to obtain ALL
your personal information and every public thing you've done. They'll be able to wrap
In up in a nice timeline all the things you've done on Facebook. And nO'w- the
Conservatives want to allow the POLICE to go into an iSP and DEMAND all the
infonnation they have on you and all your traffic you've sent and received- all
without so much as a warrant by a .Justice of Our Courts- the PROTECTOR of the
RIGHTS of the CITIZEN against ILLEGAL SEARCHES.

GO CANADA GO!!!
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lcewrench
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Just one of several reasons why! cancel!e<J my faceBook account Really, it ts not a
good place to be. Just saying ...... .
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not a problem fer me i deleted my haclo;bock acount a few years ago
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Spooky757

l hope she wins ...
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Win nopeg
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Since when is publicly "!iking" a brand not an endorsement? f don't Hke Facebook's
ads more than anyone else. but if you don't "like" brandsfservices you're not actually
willing to endorse this kind of just solves iiself.
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Yugoman234
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While I support her concern, she did agree to the E!JLA that specifically states that
an',ihir.g put on Faceboor.: becomes the property of facebook. Google does the
same tiling_ Good luck, maybe people should ready what they agree to first before
actually agreeing_
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Dart. Forest

Actually, Debbie got Done, and it serves her right.
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Facebook has every right to exploit her once she signs up.
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I can't believe all these people wanting to be seen and noticed by their Facebook
public presence. !hen whining if it e.xceeds their expectation!
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Karl Marx
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yeah good luck with !haL Don't you give up all 'rights' when you sign up to
facebook? Don't they 'own' everything you put up and can use it any way they see
fit? Plus it is no secret Fac.ebook is not private even if you have your settings to the
max and that they use info they collect from peoples pages m various ways. Like
how the ads are customized to your location and ! am sure they probably seil info to
other 3 rd party outfits.•Once something is put on facebook or the internet in generai
it is their forever so if you don't want something to be in cyberspace forever don't put
it online.
yes Faceboo~~ more than likely bro~~e some 'moral !av/ but legal law I have no idea it
!ooks like one grey area to me but 1 am not a Solicitor or Barrister either... Vvasn't
their some brew ha ha with Canadian government trying to make them change their
privacy or something a few years back to comply •.vith our lavvs?
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CSIS or ClA don't need to spy domestically as people seem to give up all the
information they need and more voluntarily on social networking sites and yes I am
guilty of it to. I facebook and Twitter. Although 1 llke Reddit the best
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TheBestFromBoth
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!t's too bad Facebook owns your image as soon as you upload it to their site. Tiley
can pretty much do whatever they want with your Facebook photos, including use
them in advertisements.
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Thanks4Piaying
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Won't Py lady, .... }'ou agreed to Faceoook owning All content, indefinitely when you
eli eked the f\gree button.
No one reads the fine--print any longer_
Speaking of fine print, If you have a p·ersonal check sitting around the house, and a
Very strong magnifying glass..... have a close look at the signature line.
:}
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Everybody is suing everybody else for something these days_ I -....ould not sue but
work things out with the Company_ Those that sue want money which controls many
penple these days_
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You click"liKE" and you are open to all business!
And so are your ··rriends" who see what you "LIKE".
lt's a nusiance, and I've "unfriended" a few because of the stupidity.
'What do you think irs all aboui?
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saskatchewinner

the "fine print' •.viii •.vin at the end of tJ1e day
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Life is tough
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/'lny!i.1ing for a buck ah ...... Where do I sign up?

...
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mach01

it's Judgement Day for Socia! Media. Sue them till they are no more. You can't buy
and sell your user's.
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That's one of those things that Face Book can do- you have to read the fine print.
It sucks, but it's true.

Yay to people saying "yes" then getting mad they said yes.
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Hov-1 do! sign up? Tl1is is brilliant!
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steve566
Facebook is pretty muct1 useless, a.s are Twitter, et aiL
Social media is boring, serves little or no purpose, and ls primarily used by morons with too mucl1 time on their
hands.

Jaime Tang-Culler. Lire ·:. y,::u- :ii ..!o.>; ,,
FB is wrong for doing til is. And they know it Have you ever seen an ad of tlle nature described in the article
stipulating that a celebrity endorses anything? No. Reason is simple. FB could get sued BIG time for using a
trademarked name to represent an:y·thing on it's site. Hence, they use people you ~~now instead, because they
know that the average Joe does not have the r..mds to sue FB. Even if hundreds of them bring the matter to court,
this will always cost less that the money they made by sel!ing the data in the first place. Tf1e lawyers are already

on the payroll anyways!
People forgot a long time ago that Face book has only one va!id use; to keep contact with people.
It is not a gaming platfoml. It is not a chat client and itis not a blog. Neitl1er is it a file bucket of any sort. Especially
not for pictures. ! find it funny that a lot of people I know are against the gun registry because ''the Man does not
need to l<now this'" but yet, have their entire private life posted on the web. And even more funny, they thinh that
because they ticked t11e little "private" box, that somehow it magically protects that data from being accessed
V1<ithout their consent eventually.
Just thinf: how much power Facebook provides the Intelligence Networ..;s of this world Viith. Give them the least
amount of information possible as everything that you post online can be used against you when linlo:ed wi!t1 your
true identity. Oo as little as possible on your

fB account and lie as much as you can on your profile_ r•..1ar;e it as

inaccurate as possible. Use a picture of a pet or an ordinary object as your profile picture. Maf;e it lmpos:;ible for
them to use the data they so badly want!

- 2-

Olivia Carroll Laurin
I wish her luck. I hope it changes face boo!\ po!icy.

Felix:
People that stay on feces book haven't read Orv.•ell.

JRWM
The only ··,vay to vie•N some things is to select me "like" option. 'I think this is very clever wording on the part of
Facebook. Even if you like sometl1ing just to read about it, Facebook still owns the rights to tl1at information if you
cl1oose to "'unlike" something' when you have read about it This wil! be interesting.

-3-

•

user

I hope it shuts U1e freakin site ilovm i hate stupid book

aegiszx

Yes.. let's shut down the site that connects HUNDREDS of millions of people and families .. It will never go
away. Facebook is the future.
L: ..

Thrashdaddy

Unfortunately, when your information is used against you by companies you are seeldng to gain
employment irom, as a result of the people you associate yourself with, are acqua!nted v1ith of
are in a family ·.vith, you are victimized by all the social media v.•11o control your accounts for U1eir
own purposes. Facebook is the leader in selling your info, .but all Ule social sites do it and you 'NIII
eventually find yourself on the wrong side of their business practices. It should be illegal to avail
themselves on the prostitution of yours and mine identities, yet they do th1s an·rways . •.vel come to
capitalism and corporate greed intensified. Smells like a ranlc odour similar to the oil g gas
industr/s collusion of over-pricing their product.

Functioninglunatic

They have said that about other technologies. AIM, AOL, Yl, ICQ, Microsoft !vlessenger.
MyS:pace, GeoCitjes ... they all get replaced when greed causes internal decay, and Hle
technology get's project creep, thus a new tech wili emerge. Google •.von the browser wars,
Apple was dead once and near bankruptcy during it's fight ;,vith Microsoft. Now the tablets have
turned and Apple is roaring io 1000 a share, with Microsoft decaying from the inside out
t. ..

Jayson Osmars

I don't have pies of me up on fR ! use Photobucket and !ink irorn there. \Vorks great!

- 4-

JerkFace84

As soon as you post a pic of yourself on the net you run the risk of having it misused. Surprise! The internet is not
safe but hell this woman is just tr)ring to fit in wttll todays socrety ! guess. Sue some company because you 'Nant to
get rich quick.

RIGHTway
Tl1is is a lot different ! too hate B.S law suits. However she 11as good reason, and 111ope sl1e '~'•'InS
something.
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Vancouver filmmaker Debbie Douez had no idea that profile was being used for a
Facebook ad until a friend asked if she had some kind of "special relationships" with an
advertiser. Initially, Douez was confused: what advertiser?
"I actually didn't see the ads myself," Douez told The Vancouver Observer. "The deceptive
part of this is that you, as a Facebook user, do not know that your image is being used in
advertising. Only your friends know."
Last year, Douez --owner of Video4Web Productions-- did something that most
Facebook users do on a regular basis. She clicked the "Like" button on a Facebook group
called "Cool Entrepreneurs." She thought it would show up just once in her news feed to
her contacts, as normally happens when she likes a page.
From her friend, however, Douez discovered that her name and photo was continuously
showing up in an ad on her Facebook contacts with the caption, "Debbie Douez likes Cool
Entrepreneurs". The Facebook ad troubled Douez: she didn't have any kind of
"relationship" with Cool Entrepreneurs (sponsored content by Facebook), nor was she
being paid to promote them. So why was her name and face being used, as though she
were a spokesperson for a product?
"When I like a page, I am okay with that information being displayed in my news feed," she
said. "It's one thing to let my friends know once that I 'liked' a page -- quite another to then
take my image and use it repeatedly, as advertisement."

Having 'likes' translated into endorsements on Facebook, she said, feels like a "significant
invasion" of her privacy.
Does Facebook have "every right to expo lit" users?
Douez's case is highly unusual: while over 845 million users rely on Facebook worldwide,
few have gone out of their way to challenge the social networking giant.
"This is one of the first cases in Canada that someone has actually sued Face book for
this," Peter Chow-White, an assistant professor in communications at Simon Fraser
University who specializes in social media, said. "In the long struggle for privacy and
ownership of content, especially on Facebook, this is a pretty significant move.
"This is an instance in which a user is pushing back and saying, 'My likeness is something
that I can control ... that it's not the right of corporations."'
But in the present day, when data-mining on Facebook is practically accepted as a given,
how many people share that view about privacy?
Readers' comments on the CBC report about Douez's lawsuit reveal mixed feelings
toward her case. While some expressed sympathy, many suggested that Douez should
have known better.
"Facebook has every right to exploit her once she signs up," read one comment, noting
that Douez's unpleasant experience "serves her right".
"If you're not paying for it (Facebook), you're not the customer; you're the product," said
another.
Chow-White said the shift in attitudes around Facebook and online privacy has been a
recent phenomenon. Only four or five years ago, people would have been surprised to
hear of a story about unauthorized use of personal photos -- today, however, people
hardly bat an eye.
"Nowadays, it's more like, we kind of understand the terms, but users aren't really dictating
the terms," he said. Young people in particular, he noted, are growing up uncertain
whether or not they can or even should control their privacy. Although it doesn't apply to
everyone, he said, many people are willing to relenquish some control of privacy in order
to use a free service.
Aggressively protecting online privacy
So how can people protect their online privacy and personal content? Douez, from her
said she thinks it's important to carefully scrutinize conditions when signing
onto a service such as Facebook.

~xp_erience,

"Unfortunately, it is not easy to know this information as it's buried in pages of privacy
documents," she said. "Facebook counts on this fact and as a result, users get forced to
opt in to a variety of promotions."

Although Douez might have been able to avoid the Facebook ads by being more careful of
what her "Like" button entailed, it's not easy for social media users to stay under the
radar.
"To be private is not a passive thing anymore," Chow-White said. "You have to be on the
ball, you have to be savvy, wary, and you have to be thinking about what kind of
participation you're going to have online."
Douez said that Facebook should be more proactive about asking users for permission to
use their names and profiles for advertising, and give them an option to say yes or no.
"With public pressure, maybe this will change," she said. Her lawsuit, she hopes, will add
to some of that pressure on Facebook.
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news.
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In response to the Public Safety Minister's "spying" bill, Canadians have started spamming
his twitter feed with irrelevant details of their personal lives.

Tories claim Canada-Europe free trade deal will boost Canadian jobs. Unions disagree.
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David P. Ball

Harper's nearly complete trade deal with the EU would bring 80,000 jobs, the Tories say.
But unions say it will destroy 150,000. Who's right?
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Hunger strike participants from the Bella Bella community say they fear a potential oil spill
by Enbridge's Northern Gateway pipeline will threaten their ocean and traditional food
sources.
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B.C. woman sues Facebook over 'Sponsored Stories'
DEREK BEDRY, QMI AGENCY
FIRST POSTED: TUESDAY, APRIL 03,2012 09:47PM EDT I UPDATED: WEDNESDAY, APRIL 04,201210:17 AM EDT

VANCOUVER- A class-action lawsuit has been filed against Facebook in B.C., with a Vancouver woman alleging the social
media giant misused her image- and those belonging to other members- in linking it to advertisements.
Debbie Douez is taking on Facebook's "Sponsored Stories" feature, which the company sells to third-party advertisers.
It shows a picture of users who have 'liked' a product or service to their friends for marketing purposes. Douez 'liked' a
page called "Cool Entrepreneurs," and her image with the caption "Debbie Douez likes Cool Entrepreneurs" started
showing up in contacts' feeds and right-hand sidebars.
"It's like making a statement you like or use something, then appearing on a billboard without being told," said lawyer
Luciana Brasil, who's representing Douez in the action.
"F acebook is taking actions of the members in their Face book environment, such as liking something, and translating that
as giving an endorsement about products or services," Brasil said. "Even if you generally like something in the sense of
affinity, it doesn't necessarily mean you've agreed to appear in an endorsement for that product.
"And it doesn't necessarily mean you Iike the product or service. Sometimes they want a promotion or haven't formed any
conclusions as to whether they truly have an affinity for the product."
Brasi I added that though Face book policy declares its ownership of everything posted to the site, that ownership does not
extend to use in ads.
She also noted there is no way to opt out with Facebook's privacy settings.
Brasil said the practice violates provincial privacy laws as well as similar provincial statutes in Saskatchewan and
Manitoba.
The claim states that Facebook says "recommendations of friends have a powerful influence on consumer interest and
purchase decisions."
The claim also said Douez is seekingjudgment to order Facebook to obtain users' written consent in using their portraits
or names in advertising, plus damages for "outrageous, wanton, reckless, callous, disgraceful, wilful" disregard for its
users' right to control the use of their names and Iikenesses.
The B.C. Privacy Act reads: "It is a tort, actionable without proof of damage, for a person to use the name or portrait of
another for the purpose of advertising or promoting the sale of, or other trading in, property or services, unless that other,
or a person entitled to consent."
F acebook could not be reached for comment. A statement of defence hasn't been filed and the allegations have not been
proven in court.
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{;ap~dian lawsuits take
-~_ponsored ~tories'

on Facebook over using members' names, photos in

Apri13, 2012.8:14 pm • Section: Qigital Life

Do you want to enter a contest to win a trip to Rome?
All you have to do is like Air Wick on Facebook.
You may not even know Air Wick is but as the price of entering that contest, you've just given Facebook permission to
make you a spokesperson promoting the brand.
And that has raised the ire of Facebook users who are calling up lawyer Luciana Brasil to voice their disapproval for the
practice that has the social networking giant facing a class action lawsuit brought by Brasil on behalf of Vancouver's Debbie
Douez.
Facebook has vowed to fight back.
"This case has no merit and we will defend ourselves against it vigorously," Facebook told The Vancouver Sun in an
emailed response to a request for an interview.
At issue in the suit, filed in BC's Supreme Court is Facebook's handling of users' privacy with its policy that equates a
Facebook 'like' with permission to use a person's name and photo in what Facebook refers to as 'sponsored stories' that
appear on friends' pages. Companies or organizations can pay Facebook to have those sponsored stories show up repeatedly
on the friends' pages.
There is no opt-out provision in Facebook's privacy settings to protect people who may not want their likes to be used as
brand or product endorsements. However, it's not something that is spelled out when you hit the like button. Instead
Facebook users can find this reference to it in the site's help section:

http://blogs. vancouversun.com/20 12/04/03/canadian-lawsuits-take-on-face book-over-using... 8/13/2012

Canadian lawsuits take on Facebook over using members' names, photos in 'sponsored st... Page 2 of 4
Can I opt out of being featured in Sponsored Stories'?
You car(t opt out of being featured in Spmsored Stories, but you can visit ~·our
activity iog to make sure that only the people you 'Nant to share w·ith can see your
activity. If you're aren't using timeline yet_, learn hovv to remove posts from your
profile.
Sponsored Stories respect your privaC\' settings. This means only the people you're
already sharin'J your activity \0'ith on Facebook can see Sponsored Stories about
you.

The issue is also being followed by the Office the Information and Privacy Commissioner of BC, which has the power to
launch its own investigation into the controversial practice.
"The first thing we are asking them to do is to stop doing that," Brasil said ofFacebook's practice of using its members
photos and names in the so-called 'sponsored stories.' "We are seeking an injunction, if the court concludes we are right,
then we are asking the court to make them stop.
"We are also asking them for damages."
Douez said she only discovered her photo and name were appearing on friends' Facebook pages when a friend asked her
about her endorsement of a company.
"My friend said 'I saw your ad with Tough Mudder. Are you doing something with them?'" said Douez.

Douez said users should be able to opt out of having their names and photos associated with advertising like the sponsored
stories, a provision not allowed by Facebook.
"You can't opt out of it," she said. "They say in their FAQ (frequently asked questions) that this is one thing you can't opt
out of. This has to change.
"I think they have completely overstepped their privilege here."
And while the lawsuit is based on British Columbia's Privacy Act, alleging it breaches section three of the act, which covers
unauthorized use of people's names or portraits, the Privacy Commissioner's office said Facebook's use of its members'
information is also covered by BC's Personal Information Protection Act (PIPA), which comes under the commissioner's
jurisdiction and Canada's Personal Information and Protection Electronics Documents Act, which comes under the federal
privacy commissioner jurisdiction. The Privacy Commissioner doesn't oversee BC's Privacy Act.
"We have not initiated an investigation but we are aware of the issue and we will be keeping an eye on it as the situation
develops," said Caitlin Lemiski, policy analyst with the office ofBC's Privacy Commissoner. "We do have the power to
initiate our own investigations regardless of whether or not we receive a complaint."
People 'like' brands or products on Facebook for a variety of reasons: It could be a requirement to enter a contest as it the
case with the Canucks Facebook page or a current one by Air Wick that requies a like to enter a contest to win a trip to
Rome.
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Sponsored stories can be based on other actions you can take on Facebook, from playing a game to RSVP-ing to an event.
Here is Facebook's list on the subject:
What types of stories can become Sponsored Storie~r?
A Sponsored Story can be created 'Nhen someone:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Likes .3 Page
Likes or c:omrm:Jnts on a Page's post
R.SVPs to a PaQe's event
Votos on a Pag13's question
Checks in to a place
Uses an app or plays a 'Jam3
Likes or shares a ·,vebsite

Brasil said Facebook doesn't draw that fact to the attention of users, meaning many Facebook members may not realize they
are endorsing a product.
"Just because you like something doesn't necesarily mean you want to advertise it," she said. "You may like a particular
kind of cereal but that doesn't mean tomorrow morning you're going to walk into a supermarket and give a license to the
manufacturer to put your name and face on a cereal box."
Lemiski said while PIPA allows organizations to obtain implied consent, "they must be able to demonstrate that consent is
in a form that the inviduals could reasonably be considered to understand."
And if you don't want your name and photo used to promote products or services on Facebook? Don't hit the like button.
"My advice would be to do one's best to try to read and understand the rules that govern your social media and other web
sites," said Vancouver lawyer Marko Vesely. "It's not always easy but if it matters to you, it is worth the effort.
"People may want to be a little more careful about what they choose to like and endorse and sign up for," he said.
Brasil said similar class actions against Facebook are being filed in Manitoba and Saskatchewan. Facebook has more than
17 million users in Canada.
Facebook has faced similar lawsuits in the United States. Last December a US coUii blocked Facebook's attempt to have a
lawsuit over its sponsored ads dismissed. In BC, unlike some jurisdictions, a person doesn't need to prove damages to have

http://blogs. vancouversun.com/20 12/04/03/canadian-lawsuits-take-on-facebook -over-using... 8/13/2012
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a court action for violation of their privacy.
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Woman sues over Facebook ads
Sponsored stories use photos of Facebook users to endorse products
By DEREK BEDRY, 24 HOURS
A class-action lawsuit has been filed against Facebook in B.C., with a Vancouver woman alleging the social
media giant misused her image- and those belonging to other members - in linking it to advertisements.
Debbie Douez is taking on Facebook's "Sponsored Stories" feature, which the company sells to third-party
advertisers. It shows a picture of users who have 'liked' a product or service to their friends for marketing
purposes. Douez 'liked' a page called "Cool Entrepreneurs," and her image with the caption "Debbie Douez likes
Cool Entrepreneurs" started showing up in contacts' feeds and right hand sidebars. "It's like making a statement
you like or use something, then appearing on a billboard without being told," said lawyer Luciana Brasil, who's
representing Douez in the action.
"Facebook is taking actions of the members in their Facebook environment, such as liking something, and
translating that as giving an endorsement about products or services," Brasil explained. "Even if you generally
like something in the sense of affinity, it doesn't necessarily mean you've agreed to appear in an endorsement
for that product. And it doesn't necessarily mean you like the product or service. Sometimes they want a
promotion or haven't formed any conclusions as to whether they truly have an affinity for the product."
A Facebook spokesman couldn't be reached for comment. A statement of defence hasn't been filed and the
allegations not proven in court.
Brasil added that though Facebook policy declares its ownership of everything posted to the site, that ownership
does not extend to use in ads. She also noted there is no way to opt out with Facebook's privacy settings.
Brasil said the practice violates provincial privacy laws as well as similar provincial statutes in Saskatchewan and
Manitoba.
The claim states that Facebook says "recommendations of friends have a powerful influence on consumer
interest and purchase decisions."
The claim also said Douez is seeking judgment to order Facebook to obtain users' written consent in using their
portraits or names in advertising, plus damages for "outrageous, wanton, reckless, callous, disgraceful, willful"
disregard for its users' right to control the use of their names and likenesses.
Section 3(2) of the Privacy Act reads: "It is a tort, actionable without proof of damage, for a person to use the
name or portrait of another for the purpose of advertising or promoting the sale of, or other trading in, property or
services, unless that other, or a person entitled to consent on his or her behalf, consents to the use for that
purpose."

http://vancouver.24hrs.ca/News/local/20 12/04/03/pf-19590451.html
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Canadian sues Facebook over alleged 'high-handed' and
'reckless' breach of privacy law
Postmedia News Apr 4, 2012-2:24 PM ET
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A slgn v:rth the ~like" symt.ol stands 1n
Park. Ca5tforn!a. Deborah Oouez. videographet and owner of
Ju-s-ti;~ :.:. - · •ar:iG;;:;lty :n~~ga,..
V!deo4\-"Veb Productions, filed a !awsll!t in the Supreme Court of British Columbia on behalf of aH B.C. res: cents who are Facebcok members and v,.'hose name or portrait h3! been ws-::d by
Faceboo!\ 1n a "sponsored story'' '-Nithout their consent.

A B.C. entrepreneur is launching a class action lawsuit against social media giant Facebook over what she alleges is a "highhanded" and "reckless" breach of privacy laws.
Deborah Douez, videographer and owner ofVideo4Web Productions, filed a lawsuit in the Supreme Court of British Columbia on
behalf of all B.C. residents who are Facebook members and whose name or portrait has been used by Face book in a "sponsored story"
without their consent.
"Facebook's use of the plaintiff and class members' names or portraits without consent was high-handed, outrageous, wanton,
reckless, callous, disgraceful, wilful and entirely without care for the plaintiffs and class members' statutory right to control the use of
their own names or portraits, and as suc;h renders Facebook liable to pay punitive damages." according to the notice of claim filed on
March 29.
Related
Facebook threatens to sue employers who request job seekers' account passwords
Goo9le's new privacy policy takes effect sparking glob<JI Web privacy fears

The allegations have not yet been proven in court.
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The company introduced "sponsored stories" last year as a form of advertising which uses a Facebook member's name or portrait to
endorse goods or services of a third-party advertiser to a member's friends without their consent, according to lawsuit.
Sponsored stories are triggered when a user clicks the "like" button on Facebook in connection with a group or company and its
goods or services. "Checking in" on Facebook to a physical location linked to an advertiser or using an App connected with a sponsor
also generates a "sponsored story" wl1ich is featured in a sidebar on the right-hand side of users' news feeds.
"In so doing Face book authors and creates a unique and new advertisement through the rearrangement of text and images which
then features the Member as an endorser, marketer or advertiser of a third party good or service," it said.
Among damages sought, Douez is seeking an injunction preventing Facebook from using users' names and portraits in advertising
without "written consent" declaration that its use of sponsored stories breached British Columbia's privacy laws which prohibit
unauthorized use of an individual's name or portrait.
In 2009, Facebook added new privacy safeguards after Canada's privacy commissioner launched an investigation into complaints
about the company sharing users' personal information with application developers.
In December 2011. there were 845 million monthly active Facebook users. About 80 per cent of its monthly active users were outside
Canada and the U.S.
Postmedia News
Posted in: Canada, News Tags: Deborah Douez, Facebook, Privacy

POSTMEDIA NEWS

Wanted: Coffee corporal. Duties mainly making coffee. $53,712 to $68,784 a year .
.Former Conservative MP Rahim Jaffer sought military secrets: court filings
Tory tactics on Senate reforms may be shifting, says senator
War of 1812: Canadian identity developed in the crucible of combat
Hack of the line: Potential immigrants pushed to end of queue tell their stories
MQRf:JRQMPQ?TME[)IA.I\J.EWS »
Comments for this page are closed.

Showing 9 comments
deguello
VIOLENT WORLD PSYCHIATRY-PSYCHOLOGY REVEALED(mindless mkultra crimes performed by police and psychiatrists/psychologists)
USE OF MKULTRA +HUNGER GAMES TODAY .... STATE OF THE ART EXPLANATION ON MIND CONTROL TECHNIQUES(violent world of
government psychiatry/psychology and police revealed ..... learn exactly per how is done and by whom ... use of psychology/psychiatry for mass
population or ethnic cleansing as well as crimes to which we witness daily on behalf of Zionism/communism/liberalism). SELF ELECTED
GOVERNMENTS GOING AS FAR AS USING PEDOPHILIA TO RESOLVE THEIR MINDLESS CRIMINAL POLITICAL ISSUES AGAINST
TARGETED VICTIMS WHILE BLAIMING IT ALL ON CHURCH!!! REAL 911 REVEALED!!!
http://www.dai lymotion.com/vid ...
TRUTH ABOUT RUSSIAN COMMUNIST APPARATCHIK ALIKE GANGSTER AND TRAITOR DAVID DUKE OR 70 YEARS OLD US
GOVERNMENT OBAMA NEWS(including Eastern European Ethnic cleansing for the sake of Slavic super state or Soviet Union number two).
WHY TO TALK ABOUT MIND CONTROL WHEN WE ARE DEALING WITH ETHNIC CLEANS I NG(that is exactly why they insist us talking
about mind control !!!).
http:/ /www.dailymotion.com/vid .. .
http:/ /www.dailymotion.com/vid .. .
REMINDER ... MY YOUTUBE ACCOUNT WASH UACKED(March 07th, 2012) BY US GOVERNMENT WHILE PRIMARY E-MAIL AS WELL AS
BLOGS WERE ALL SHUT DOWN FOR THE SAKE OF CENSORSHIP REGARDING GENOCIDE AGAINST ME PERSONALLY THAT
INVOLVED ABDUCTIONS I MK-ULTRA BRAINWASHING/ FORCED BRAIN ELECTRODE- CHIP IMPLANTS I HUMAN
EXPERIMENTATION I BLACKLISTING I FORCEFUL UNEMPLOYMENT AND ASSASSINATIONS!!! ALL AGAINSTWHITE(under "NAZI"
lie) CIVILIAN POPULATION TODAY IN 2011/2012 ACROSS THE EUROPE AND NORTHERN AMERICA!!!
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For fast updates use http:/ /www.facebook.com/people ...
Related to WH ITESARE NOT WELCOME IN AMERICA ANY LONGER!!! http://www.youtube.com/user/Bo ... or
rather http://www.dailymotion.com/vid ... OBAMA'S HEALTH CARE RECORDED LIVE IN 2009 !!! EXILING WHITES(US citizens) WITH
EXTREME PREJUDICE AND IMPORTING NON WHITES IMMIGRATION REQUIREMENTS FREE!!! WHY TO ACCEPT LIABILITIES FOR
CRIMES COMMITTED WHEN WE CAN SIMPLY ASSASSINATE OURVICTIMS(YOU) THANKS TO HUMAN RIGHTS ORGANIZATIONS AND
FREE PRESS/MED lA( most severe CENSORSHIP OF GENOCIDE in entire history of human kind) !! NOT HUMAN RIGHTS COURTS, BUT
ORGANIZERS OF GENOCIDE AGAINST WHITES AND SPONSORS OF BOGUS "MULTICULTURALISM"$$$ CLAIMS AT EXPENSE OF
PERSECUTED WHITES(while minorities are awarded for and instructed by governments in bogus human rights claims, whites are simply killed
if not perverte(i i.n IJlUiticulturalism garbage) !!!
3 monH1s ago

1 Uke

Like

andersmo
"'If you aren't paying for a product you ARE the product."
3 months ago

;..ike

4 Ukes

Amen, to that. Wake up, dummies.
3 months ago

in reply to andersmO

not so sure
Joining Facebook is akin to disrobing in public. They will reveal all especially if it gets them a buck. Only fools get sucked in by this company
which day by day pulls more and more private information into it's file. What started out as a social exchange between people under the guise of
privacy has now turned into a social disease. Hats off to anyone that sues them. They understand money but they certainly don't understand
morals.
3 months ago

:..ike

3 L:kes

Fiscal Conservative
Just another reason (beyond having the Toronto Police use my Facebook pic associated with some bar, to bring false charges) for staying away
from Facebook.
3 months ago

8 ukes

YaThink..
Why do people even bother with something like FaceBook- too much time on their hands?
3. months ago

11 L:kes

Like

ScooterTor
People shouldn't tick that little box that says "'I agree to terms and conditions of use" when they join these sites unless they have actually read
what they are agreeing to. I'm sure if Ms. Douez had bothered to do so, she would have learned that she gave Facebook the authroization to use
her name and image as they did.
3 months ago

dke

6 Likes

Michael Argast
Actually, Scooter Tor in this case that's a bit of a inaccurate summary of the situation. FaceBook has consistently expanded the terms and
conditions of use for their users after they've signed up, often with little or no notice.
In the case of this particular feature, they enabled it by default for existing users, which meant that they basically expanded their rights
with only minimal notice.
FaceBook used to be 'default private' but over the years, inch by inch, they've continuously weaved changes into their site to make it
'default public'. The problem is that they hooked users in with a sense of privacy and security, and users invested significant time and
effort building relationships and network profiles on the site, which makes it difficult for some to walk away from.
3 months ago

in reply to ScooterTor
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Silvanus

For everyone who doesn't agree with the suit, remember one thing.
Privacy laws in our country trump Facebook's privacy policy and corporate interests- it's that simple. Doesn't matter if you agree or not ... doesn't
matter if Zuckerberg doesn't agree ... it's that simple.
Now ... whether the lawsuit can be proven to have been caused by a breach is whether it will stand. If it's a grey zone in the legislation, that's when
it will get interesting.
3 months ago

9 Ukes

Like
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Dave has great ideas [and] is a great teacher with tons of
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patience. Thanks Dave we are forever in your debt!
Catherine Leach- Executive Director
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Don't Want Facebook Using Your Images In Ads? Either
Click a Button or Sue Them
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Vancouver's Debbie Douez is suing
Facebook for using her image in ads. In
short, she "Liked" a company on

JOIN OUR MAILING LIST

Facebook and then this company through permissions granted by Facebook

First Name

- then used Douez's image in ads which
were seen by her friends on Facebook.
The issue is when we signup for Facebook, their Terms and Conditions under section 10
state:

Last Name
Email Address :
Join now!

Our goal is to deliver ads that are not only valuable to advertisers, but also
valuable to you. In order to do that, you agree to the follo'Ning:
You can use your privacy settings to limit how your name and profile picture
may be associated with commercial, sponsored, or related content (such as a
brand you like) served or enhanced by us.
You give us permission to use your name and profile picture In connection
with that content, subject to the limits you place.

DAVE.CA

~)

~~davedotca:

Rejoice. for Edifi, the first Christian

tablet is here! h!lp:iil.coircA5X6dH

3 hours ago from ··lootSuite

We do not give your content or information to advertisers without your
consent.

<!ti:!+::~

~~
""' Data_BC: Thanks for the MTs @BCGovNews
@gnvd @VIULibrary @scilib @rnr___ pov @ICISinfo

You understand that we may not always identify paid services and
communications as such.
Below is a two minute CBC news piece about this case:

@davedotr-a @Twiperbole @TriCitiesCoC
@livegoldenbc @Jordan_Keats
15 hours ago from HootSuite

l:c»ciiiAni;m· @daveootca A Vancouver date

would be great! @5440
15 hours ago from HootSuite

.avedotca: Vancouver date?? "@5440: Pre-·
sale tickets for our Oct.1 9 show in Victoria wi Grapes of
Wrath start tomorrow morning h!lp:itt.co/PXI7xqd0"
15 hours ago from Twitter for BlackBerry®
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~~davedotca:

RT @oconnor322: An @adriandix

sighting re: LDB- Is he saying he wouldn't do it even if it

saves money & cheaper 4 gov't & public? #bcpoli

18 hours ago from HootSuite

.javedotca: RT @tourisrnbc: Until Sunday, 10
likes on our Facebook page= 1tree planted!
http:!it.coiF3pGmhhm #ExploreBC

19 hours ago from HootSuile

.javedotca: @dave ... t... dickson True!
19 hours ago from HootSuile

@Dave_T_Dickson

Last week on my CFAX radio show, I discussed the issue of Facebook using images or
"Likes" in ads. This was based on a PC Wortd article warning that we could become
unpaid spokespersons on Facebook by clicking Like. As I hint at in my radio piece and
Tod Maffin mentioned in the video above, there is a way to opt out. And you don't
even have to sue Facebook.

@davedotca So ... ? A bromance with.yourself is healthy
isn't it? As long as it isn't "a bromance with yourself'
19 hours ago from Sprout Social

~~davedolca:

.@dave_t_dickson on @cfax1070

"I can tell thru your sunny demeanor u r happy." ME:
"Sunny Demeanor would make

So if you do not want to see your image, Like
Denver Sushi

The best $ush~ in Denver.
nv our da!ly< lunch
sped~s fur 59.95. Fan
our page for spedal

or "endorsement" in Facebook ads (like the
one to the left) then I have the answer for
you!

a good name for a

stripper."
~o hours ago from Hoo!Suite

-~Dave_T_Dickson:

@davedotca Fact: Dave

Teixeira has a man crush on llimself.

offers.

Here is my quick four step approach to opting

20 hours ago from web

out of these ads (as Facebook indicates in
their Terms and Conditions):
1) Sign into your Facebook account.

.avedotca: Back into my office ft·om a lunch
meeting- just in lime for Web Wed on @cfax"'I70 w/
@Dave_T_Dickson. FACT he has a man crush on me.
211 twurs ago from HootSuite
view more)>

2) Click here: https: //www. facebook.com/settings?tab=ads&section=social
3) You will

see a drop clown box (like the one below) change the setting to NO ONE so

CLIENT PROJECTS ON FACEBOOK

that - and try to follow this - no one will see ads with your image. If you are thinking,
"Gosh golly, I want only my friends to see my "endorcements" - can I do that?" · why

Find us on Facebook

yes you can!. .. by selecting the ONLY MY FRIENDS option.
Christy Clark
Like

•

9,554 people like Christy Clark .

~

4) Click SAVE CHANGES and you are done!

Den

t4ia Wenjie

l.ecnrJrd

Samantha

Shddon

Fi.lcebook sc{:ia! piugin

Of course you could just use Ms. Douez's approach and sue. If you choose this method,
please write a blog piece and share with us how that worked for you.
Find us on Facebook

Until then, feel free to re-read the above and put into use.

•

Pink Shirt Day
Like

Related Posts
18,836 people like Pink Shirt Day.

·-~.,.:

Yochi

Prinw !rfal!

facebook scciai plug=n

Eyqa

Sar~:ll

Shy lie

CFAX- Web
Wednesday- May
16, 2012

If the Police
CFAX- Web
Subpoena Facebook Wednesday- April
For Your Records- 11, 2012
What Do They Get?

Facebook Timeline OMG- Canadian
For Business Pages Facebook grov.i!l
-One Week Later
d€'clining- how
much should wa
panic?

Find us on Facebook

WrestleMania Vancouver Bid
Committee
like

1,864 people like WrestleMania Vancouver Bid
Committee.
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i
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101
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Find us on Facebook

About Dave

Dave Teixeira is President of Dave.ca Communications Inc.
View aU posts by Dave
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J'~: Terry Fox Hometown Run
~.:~·.:;

Uke

666 people like Terry Fox Hometown Run.
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..- CKNW - Dave's Totally Awesome Social Media Show- March 31, 2012

Facebook Timeline For Business Pages

..

f\1<.mdy

One Week Later -..
Facebook social pluqin

Trackbacks/Pingbacks
CKNW

Dave's Totally Awesome Social Media Show

BLOGS FROM THE PAST

April 7, 2012

i Dave.ca

Communications Inc. ·April 7, 2012
[ ... ] Show We discuss Google glasses, the "shocking" popularity of porn on the
Internet, Facebook using your image in ads, some access changes for Blackberry I
RIM, the sad departure of Charlie Angus from Twitter, [ ... ]
CFAX

Web Wednesday

April 11, 2012 I Dave.ca Communications Inc. -April 11,

POPULAR

LATEST

CQN,\\ENTS

~ D<><~s the Canadian postal strike
. . REALLY affect anyone (other
than those on strike)"!

JUNE 3, 2011

2012
[ ... ] 2012 in Audio, Blog, Social Media, Web Wednesday We discuss the Facebook

Mayor Moonbeam - The Video
NOVEAIBER 10, 2011

purchase of lnstagram; how to stop Facebook from using your image in ads; can
the military fire you for negative comments you make on social media; what info
'!'he BEST HS'f video out there -

do the police [ ... ]

• and why Government NEVER

"'-

could have made it
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B.C. woman suing Facebook for breach of privacy
POSTMEDIA NEWS APRIL 5. 2<012

Fqcebook h1
the People iJ

Debbie Douez is suing Facebook in B.C. Supreme Court for use of her name or photo in a 'sponsored story' without consent.
Photograph by: Steve Bosch, PNG, Postmedia News

A B.C. entrepreneur is launching a class-action suit against social-media giant Facebook over what she
alleges is a "high-handed" and "reckless" breach of privacy laws.
Deborah Douez. videographer and owner of Video4Web Productions, filed suit in Supreme Court of
B.C. on behalf of all B.C. residents who are Facebook members and whose name or portrait has been
used by Facebook in a "sponsored story" without their consent.
"Facebook's use of the plaintiff and class members' names or portraits wHhout consent was highhanded, outrageous, wanton, reckless, callous, disgraceful, wilful and entirely without care for the plain·
tiffs and class members' statutory right to control the use of their own names or portraits and as such
renders Facebook liable to pay punitive damages," according to the notice of claim filed March 29.
The allegations have not yet been proven in court.
The company introduced "sponsored stories" last year as a form of advertising that uses a Face-book
member's name or portrait to endorse goods or services of a third-party advertiser to a member's
friends without their consent, according to the lawsuit.
Sponsored stories are triggered when a user clicks the "like" but-ton on Face book in connection with a
group or company and its goods or services. "Checking in" on Face book to a physical location linked to
an advertiser or using an app connected with a sponsor also generates a "sponsored story" that is
featured in a sidebar on the right-hand side of users' news feeds.
"In so doing Facebook authors and creates a unique and new advertisement through the
rearrangement of text and images which then features the member as an endorser, marketer or
advertiser of a third-party good or service," it said.
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Among damages sought, Douez is seeking an injunction preventing Face book from using users' names
and portraits in advertising without a "written-consent" declaration that its use of sponsored stories
breached B.C.'s prtvacy laws that prohibit unauthorized use of an individual's name or portrait.
In 2009, Facebook added new privacy safeguards after Canada's prtvacy commissioner launched an

investigation into complaints about the company sharing users' personal information with application
developers.
In December 2011 there were 845 million monthly active Face-book users. About 80 per cent of its
monthly active users were outside Canada and the U.S.
WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Comment on this story online at theprovince.com or email us at provletters@ theprovince.com. Include

your name and address.
©Copyright {c) The Province
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Facebook vows to fight B.C. privacy lawsuit
Social media network's use of names, photos, has
'completely overstepped' its privilege
Gillian Shaw

Vancouver Sun
Friday, April 06, 20 72

Facebook has vowed to fight back against a
lawsuit seeking to end its practice of turning
Facebook users into brand ambassadors when
they hit the "like" button for a product or service.
"This case has no merit and we will defend
ourselves against it vigorously," Facebook told
The Vancouver Sun in an emailed response to a
request for an interview.
At issue in the suit, filed in B.C. Supreme Court,
is Facebook's handling of users' privacy under its
policy of equating a Facebook "like" with
permission to use a person's name and photo in
what Facebook refers to as "sponsored stories"
CREDIT: Steve Bosch
that appear on friends' pages. Companies or
steve Bosch/PNG
organizations can pay Facebook to have those
sponsored stories show up repeatedly on the friends' pages.
There is no opt-out provision in Facebook's privacy settings to protect people who do not
want their likes to be used as brand or product endorsements.
The issue is also being followed by the Office of the Information and Privacy Commissioner
for B.C., which has the power to launch its own investigation into the controversial practice.
And it has raised the ire of Facebook users who are calling lawyer Luciana Brasil to voice
their disapproval of the practice that has the social networking giant facing a class-action
lawsuit brought by Brasil on behalf of Vancouver's Debbie Douez.
Brasil's law firm Branch MacMaster is compiling a database of potential claimants in the
proposed class action, which was filed last week.
"The first thing we are asking them to do is to stop doing that," Brasil said of Facebook's
practice of using its members' photos and names in the so-called "sponsored stories."
"We are seeking an injunction, if the court concludes we are right, then we are asking the
court to make them stop. We are also asking them for damages."
Oouez said she only discovered her photo and name were appearing on friends' Facebook
pages when a friend asked her about her endorsement of a company.
"My friend said, 'I saw your ad with Tough Mudder. Are you doing something with them?"'
said Douez.
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Douez said users should be able to opt out of having their names and photos associated
with advertising such as the sponsored stories.
"You can't opt out of it," she said. ''They say in their FAQ [frequently asked questions] that
this is one thing you can't opt out of. This has to change.
"I think they have completely overstepped their privilege here."
Facebook users who play games, share a website, RSVP to a Facebook page event or
participate in other activities can also find their names and photos in the sponsored stories
ads.
The lawsuit is based on British Columbia's Privacy Act, alleging it breaches section three of
the act, which covers unauthorized use of people's names or portraits. But the privacy
commissioner's office said Facebook's use of its users' information is also covered by B.C.'s
Personal Information Protection Act (PI PA), which comes under the commissioner's
jurisdiction, and Canada's Personal Information and Protection Electronics Documents Act,
which comes under the federal privacy commissioner's act.
B.C.'s privacy commissioner doesn't oversee the province's Privacy Act.
"We have not initiated an investigation but we are aware of the issue and we will be
keeping an eye on it as the situation develops," said Caitlin Lemiski, policy analyst with the
office of B.C.'s privacy commissioner.
"We do have the power to initiate our own investigations, regardless of whether or not we
receive a complaint."
People "like" brands or products on Facebook for a variety of reasons: It could be a
requirement to enter a contest as is the case with the Canucks Facebook page or a current
one by Air Wick that requires a "like" to enter a contest to win a trip to Rome.
You may not even know what Air Wick is, but as the price of entering that contest, you've
given Facebook permission to make you a spokesperson promoting the brand.
Brasil said it isn't clear to users that when they hit the "like" button their names and
images are going to be used in the sponsored stories, meaning many Facebook members
may not realize they are endorsing a product.
"Just because you 'like' something doesn't necessarily mean you want to advertise it," she
said. "You may like a particular kind of cereal, but that doesn't mean tomorrow morning
you're going to walk into a supermarket and give a licence to the manufacturer to put your
name and face on a cereal box."
Lemiski said while PIPA allows organizations to obtain implied consent, "they must be able
to demonstrate that consent is in a form that the individuals could reasonably be
considered to understand."
And if you don't want your name and photo used to promote products or services on
Facebook? Don't hit the "like" button.
"My advice would be to do one's best to try to read and understand the rules that govern
your social media and other websites," said Vancouver lawyer Marko Vesely. "It's not
always easy, but if it matters to you, it is worth the effort.
"People may want to be a little more careful about what they choose to 'like' and endorse
and sign up for," he said.
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Brasil said similar class actions against Facebook are being filed in Manitoba and
Saskatchewan.
Facebook faces a similar court action in the United States. Last December, ajudge there
blocked Facebook's bid for dismissal of a lawsuit concerning its use of sponsored stories.
gshaw@vancouversun.com
© The Vancouver Sun 2012
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